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FROM THE EDITOR

FROM THE PRESIDENT

Judy Boyer

Brenda Meyer

When did Alaska become such a hot
topic on television? On any given
night, you can tune in to such
programs as “Railroad Alaska”,
“Building Alaska”, “Wild West
Alaska”, and so on. We like “Buying
Alaska”, where people want to buy
property in Alaska. They give the real estate person their
“wants” for their dream home. Usually the list includes
indoor plumbing, running water, and electricity.
Unfortunately, 2 out of 3 homes shown to the potential
buyers don’t have the modern conveniences most of us
take for granted. An outhouse replaces indoor facilities.
Trudging down a 50’ path riddled with bear, wolves, and
moose, through snow and frigid weather, on a dark night,
to go to the commode is not something most people
would enjoy doing.

Greetings to all of my Flow Blue and
Mulberry Friends. I’ve got a surprise
for all of you! Well, actually, I’ve got a
couple of surprises for you! Do I have
your attention yet? Since our 2016
convention is just weeks away, you’ve
probably figured it out that the surprises are directly connected.
It’s going to be a special convention with a wonderful
educational seminar on Cauldon by fellow member, Eric
Brown. There’s a chance to show-off your Cauldon as
we’ll display any and all that you bring to share. And
while you’re packing, bring along your favorite piece of a
make-do flow blue or mulberry repair. Ellen King will
present a fresh look at these repairs with examples galore.
You’ll love Ellen’s seminar, “Curiosities & Conundrums
of Make-do Repairs.” Without question a fun and informative seminar is Warren Macy’s “Rare and Unusual.”
Stop by all those antique shops and malls on your way to
St. Louis. You might just find the rarest of the rare!

I guess these people have never heard of chamber pots.
My grandparents owned a cottage in Michigan. The
cottage was small, but it had electricity. There was an
outside pump for water. It did not have a bathroom. One
summer, my sisters and I decided to white wash the walls
inside the 2-seater outhouse. We also painted the seat
bench a nice powder blue. It really brightened things up.
We never went out there at night though; that was what
the tin pot in the bedroom was for. We lived through the
inconveniences of this life style, and in fact, I have fond
memories of our times spent at the cottage.

Our club’s Ms. Mulberry, Ellen Hill, won’t be able to present her seminar on “Frog Mugs, Toad Jugs and Critter
Chamber Pots.” Ellen will, however, have a one-on-one
conversation with you about your various critters. Ellen
is a wealth of information and can be your personal encyclopedia at this event. Look for a personal note from
Ellen elsewhere in this publication. Don’t miss this opportunity!

Unless you are living in the remotest parts of the world,
chamber pots are not used anymore. They do make for
interesting conversation pieces though. Ellen Hill will
have a display at the convention this year featuring toad
jugs, frog mugs, and critter chamber pots (see page 5). A
wealth of information is going to be available for
attendees. Ellen will be more
than happy to answer any
questions you have regarding
these fun pieces of china. In the
meantime, display those
chamber pots in your collection
proudly!

And last but certainly not least is that our club needs
your help. The definition of a club is an organization
composed of people who voluntarily meet on a regular
basis for a mutual purpose. There are a couple of board
members who have served for several years and are requesting replacements. WILL YOU
HELP? Will you STEP UP? Remember, there is no club without volunteers and how sad would it be if we
didn’t have our beloved club? Please,
help me; please, help the club.

FBICC 2016 Calendar

2016 Blue Berry Notes Publication Schedule
Issue
May/June/July
Aug/Sept
Oct/Nov/Dec

Deadline
May 15th
August 15th
October 15th

Distributed
Late June
Late Sept.
Late Nov.

Region 2 meeting
FBICC Convention
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Galena, IL
St. Louis, MO

May 13-14
July 21-24

Through the Eyes of a First Timer
By Winifred Tuschen

Attending the
Bluetique was enjoyable. Bidding on the
silent auction items
was fun. We even
came away with bracelets, baskets and a few
“rare finds.”

Christmas of 2014
brought a special gift
from our sister, Agnes. Our mother had
passed away 14 years
previously, and our
father that fall. Passing on treasures that
belonged to our parents amongst their 10 children was nostalgic, as we remembered the stories of “when and where.” My mother
loved to go antiquing in upper state New York. Many
treasures, most notably flow blue, were found during
those summers of growing up.

Convention purchases

Agnes, searching online for who knows what, came
across the FBICC. Seeing the opportunity for the perfect Christmas gift, Agnes purchased memberships for
herself, her daughter Katy, our sister Susan, and me.
Little did we know what was ahead! The next thing we
knew, Agnes was promoting a road trip to Kentucky for
the convention. Plans were made and Agnes flew to
Arkansas to drive with Katy to Kentucky via Nashville.
I flew to Louisville and Susan and I drove to Nashville
and then we all headed to the convention.

Susan and I had to leave
before the auction and
table sales. We will not
make that mistake again
this year, as we learned
from Agnes and Katy that
it was spectacular.

Not knowing what to expect, we arrived in Bowling
Green. There at the hotel, we met some of the most
charming and genuine people we could ever hope to
meet. Asked by many what pattern we collected, our
most often answer was that we were very eclectic. We
attended the different workshops and expanded our
limited knowledge of flow blue. We learned the different patterns, potters, unique handles, etc. Touring
Bowling Green, including a delightful lunch at a B&B,
filled with flow blue, visiting an historic home and the
Corvette Museum, was truly memorable. Friendships
were forged, emails, flow blue contacts, etc. were exchanged over the coming days.

A thoughtful Christmas
gift evolved into a week of
laughter, memories, a
greater knowledge of flow
blue and many new friends. The four of us are looking
forward to the St. Louis convention this summer. See you
then.
Above and at right are
some of Winifred’s and
Agnes’s flow blue collection.
Sisters Winifred Sedlak
Tuschen, Susan Sedlak
Ninneman, Agnes Sedlak Gregory, and
Agnes’s daughter Katy
were enthusiastic learners and always had
smiles on their faces!
What a wonderful way
to spend time together
as a family and share
their mother’s love of
flow blue.
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Convention News by Brenda Meyer
You’ve heard that St. Louis is the Gateway to the West.
Well, it is the Gateway to Flow Blue and Mulberry, too!
In July, 2016, you will find the biggest flow blue and
mulberry sale anywhere, whether it’s East, West, North
or South of St. Louis! There will be beautiful pieces that
you can add to your treasure chest!

RIBBITING TOADALY NEWT Look At FROG
Mugs, TOAD Jugs and CRITTER Chamber Pots: A
Presentation by Ellen Hill
Come to the convention and bring along your frog
mugs! We will have a display of mugs, loving cups, jugs
and chamber pots which have various "extra" critters
inside with emphasis on flow blue and mulberry delights. You can learn about the history behind them,
the makers, the body styles, the ceramic types, decorative motifs, etc. Mugs will be divided into "antique",
"reproduction" and "contemporary." In addition to the
flow blue and mulberry mugs you will see examples of
romantic transfer, cream ware, copper luster, pink luster, red ware, presentation, relief mugs, tea leaf decorated, hand-painted, white ironstone, etc. Don't have any
frog mugs? You will have a chance to purchase a flow
blue frog mug in the convention auction and ask our
experts all your questions.

And speaking of treasures, you’ll find new friends and
be able to renew old friendships. Can’t wait to get
there? Get all your warm weather clothes out. Don’t
forget comfortable shoes and a light wrap should the
rooms get cool.
Bring all the pieces
you plan to display,
from the Cauldon
potters, to make-do
repairs, to your most
unusual pieces. And
if you have questions about frog
mugs; or want to bid
on one, this is the
CANDIA (John Ridgway)
convention for you.
We’ll also celebrate
Christmas in July
by asking you to
bring a favorite
piece of flow blue
or mulberry and
show us how you
would use it to decorate for Christmas. Show us a
Christmas card using flow blue or
mulberry or display a Christmas tree decorated with
flow blue or mulberry. It will be a fun display.
The raffle prizes are just stunning, so make sure you buy
extra raffle tickets this year.
There are a lot of antique malls in
the area, and a whole street, Cherokee St., dedicated to antiques of
all kinds. Come early or stay an
extra day to shop to your heart’s
content; see other sites in the area
or just come on over to our house
for a visit. We’re just 45 miles
away!
We’ll see you in the Gateway to
Flow Blue and Mulberry in July!

Spirit of St. Louis
candy dish by Westmoreland Glass Co.
ca 1927

See You In St. Louis!
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Questions and Answers
June Paterson is working on a story for the next issue, but
her article featured in the Oct/Nov/Dec 2015 issue
brought a response to Marlalie Boyd regarding her mystery
as to why she never found any pieces of the pattern
STRAWBERRY by “Cliff”, or any other pieces by “Cliff”.
Kim Boyer sent Marlalie this email: “We saw your article in
the latest Blue Berry Notes. We wanted to let you know
some more information about the potter of your STRAWBERRY pattern. I can see
why the name “Cliff” was so confusing and hard to find. I ran into this a few years back
when I was sending new patterns to the Pattern ID. It turns out while “Cliff” is mentioned in Goddard’s
book, it does have a note to go to John Dimmock & Co. I checked Kowalsky’s book again to make sure.
John Dimmock & Co. was in business from 1862 through 1904. While in business, W.D. Cliff had proprietorship of the company from 1878 through 1890 which is why his name appears in the marks. So even
though Cliff was in charge or owner, the company was always John Dimmock & Co. As your pieces have
the word England as part of the mark, it means this pattern or at least those pieces were made after 1891.
We hope this information is of help. Thank you for sharing your story with the club.”
And Marlalie’s reply: “Thank you for the information about STRAWBERRY by Cliff. I have been puzzled
and clueless for over 30 years. But it led me on to a different path which I have enjoyed immensely. I appreciate you passing your knowledge on to me! Best wishes always, Marlalie.”
If you have a question on flow blue or mulberry, please ask! None of us know all the answers, but there are
so many knowledgeable people in this club, and they may have had the same questions and possibly found
an answer to those questions. If you have a question, please send them to kjboyer@cmconline and we will
try to find the right person who can get an answer for you. If you don’t want your name published, let me
know that too. And, if you have information that you would like to pass on to a club member asking for
help, let us know! After all, this club is here to help all of us understand what flow blue and mulberry is
about.

Forgotten Treasures

While cleaning and rearranging cabinets, Dan and Haya Sapira found these pieces they forgot they had. Dan
says they are flat salesman samples or shop advertising samples of jugs. He is trying to decide how to hang
them up for display. If anyone can identify what the patterns are, please let Dan know!
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Garden Party by Krista Everage
New members Krista and John Everage didn’t waste any time
putting their purchases from last years’ convention to good use!
Krista sent the following pictures of the party she had in September of last year.
We used vintage cranberry glass goblets (pilgrim),
optic water glasses and
votives which cast a pink
glow on our guests-very
flattering! It was a full
moon and we dined outdoors into the midnight
hour- very warm outside
that evening! The silverware is from the 1920's- it
was my grandmother’s.
The flow blue we used
was a combination of early oriental patterns, including CHUSAN and
KYBER. The first pieces
we purchased were from
Jackie Casey and we added
many more pieces while at last summer's convention, including
some delightful green-ground dessert plates from Warren Macy,
bread and butter plates from Bill and Pat Wetherton, and serving platters at the auction.
I made the chartreuse tablecloths from fabric imported from
England- the perfect foil for the flow blue and pink cranberryvery garden-y!
We did find some serving pieces on eBay as well as
some handle-less early oriental cups, which John
surprised me with at Christmas. I like mixing the
various early oriental styles as that reflects our collecting style and makes our table look interesting
and dynamic.
Finding the larger 10.5" dinner plates is one of the
biggest challenges, but that size is the best for dinners.
We have also expanded our mulberry collection
and again prefer the oriental patterns. COREAN
seems to be the easiest to find, and Bill and Pat
Wetherton have helped us.
Thank you, Krista, for sharing your pictures. It all looks fabulous!
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Mosaic Madness by Irene Beer
Kris Gochenour's flow blue mosaic article has inspired me to share my experience as well. A few years ago
we needed to do some kitchen updates. One of our needs was to get a little more warmth in the kitchen because there was no actual heat source in the area. The adjacent rooms usually provided enough overflow heat
to keep the kitchen comfortable, but on those very cold mornings we wanted something extra.
There is a small bare wall in our kitchen that is the back side of our foyer coat closet. We decided to install a
wall space heater in that location. There was plenty of room in the closet behind the wall, and the heater was
flat in the front so as not to be in the way when walking by. So, how do you put something on a wall that is
not very attractive and quite visible?
The designer in me saw a beautiful faux fireplace, with fabulous flow blue tiling surrounding the heater. I
had saved all my damaged FB wares over the years and thought this is what I've been waiting for. I put a
couple of pieces at a time in a brown paper grocery bag, placed it on the carpeted floor in my basement, and
started whacking with a hammer, where I promptly broke out into a cold sweat. I know my stuff was broken, but this was sacrilege. I forged ahead anyway knowing these pieces would come back to life.
I had zero experience doing mosaic tiling, but that didn't stop me. A friend who did, told me to buy a product called premixed mastic adhesive; it worked perfectly. I just buttered the back of each piece and pressed it
into place. It's also important to have a cutting tool that trims the pieces when necessary. Before tiling, I purchased all the wood to build the frame of the fireplace, painted it, and my husband Michael skillfully attached
it to the wall with his handy dandy nail gun. One cannot possibly live without that tool, it's the best toy ever!
So there you have it, a fun project that anyone can do. Now, whenever we're in the kitchen, the fireplace
warms our hearts in more ways than one!
Editor’s note: Irene’s house was built in 1938. She says it’s a beige stone colonial with black doors and shutters, decorated very eclectically: country kitchen & breakfast nook, a mix of modern, Victorian, and Asian
living and dining area, some shabby chic bedrooms, and a southwestern basement family room. Thank you
for sending in your story and showing us what imagination and a lot of labor can do to make a beautiful addition to your home.
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Wisdom from the Body Shapes Database
By Ellen Hill and Helen Swan

One of the crème de la crème of the flow blue patterns is CASHMERE
made by five different potters: William Ridgway, Ridgway and Morley,
Francis Morley, Morley and Ashworth, and Ashworth. Its dark blue
color and attractive two small deer, one with antlers, makes this pattern
stand the test of time with collectors.
This pattern’s beauty does not stop there. CASHMERE is seen in some
of the most unique teapot body shapes. Two of their four teapots found so far are topped with stunning
finials. Ready to be listed in the new database are the CASHMERE teapot shapes of Classic Gothic, Primary
Straight Line aka Primary Acorn Finial, Broad Shoulder, and Split Panel Primary. They are pictured below.

Last issue we begged for a CASHMERE creamer in the Broad Shoulder Shape. Fred Joseph responded
immediately and sent a picture of his creamer. We now are searching for any other CASHMERE teapot
shapes not shown below. If you have one, please contact Helen at jim.helen.swan@gmail.com.

CASHMERE Classic Gothic shape
with 8-panels and flower bud finial
(at left and right)

CASHMERE Broad Shoulder at left
CASHMERE Primary Straight Line with
Primary Acorn Finial at right

CASHMERE Split Panel Primary
(at left and right)
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Any Inkling? By Mike Vail
The Quest for flow blue can be all consuming. The pursuit of those rare and unusual pieces or the pieces
that have eluded our collections drives us to be ever vigilant and requires us to be ready when an opportunity is presented. Such is the case with this rare, gorgeous ink well.
I first saw this piece in an auction catalog and was immediately captivated. At first I had no idea what it was, but I was struck by the color and
rarity. The description said it was an ink well but I had questions. As
usual I was on the road traveling, consequently I submitted an absentee
bid. I marked my calendar and looked forward to the spirited bidding I
knew was forthcoming.

Auction day found me in Illinois getting ready for a 6-hour drive back
to Omaha. I checked the start time of the auction and actually tried to
plan my progress to make sure I didn't
end up in an area with no Wi-Fi. To
make matters worse, the ink well was
item #1! Never a good sign, as connecting to the internet can be an issue.
I monitored my progress and made sure I was in a good area for the
start time. Five minutes before the auction (nerve wracking) I pulled off
the road outside of Des Moines and with iPhone in one hand and my
iPad in the other I set up to do battle. With great anticipation I connected to the auction and waited with nervous excitement. There were already other bids so I knew it was going to be a fight.
The first lot appears and there that beauty is. One problem, though: the auction isn't starting! A couple
minutes pass and I'm frantically working both devices to make sure I'm connected – nothing! Five
minutes pass and still the lot hasn't moved, ten minutes.... (I'm sure at this point I can't get auction updates and I didn't get an email saying I won --oh, the agony of defeat!)
Fifteen minutes and I'm still looking and then.... bidding starts!! I'm high bidder, then floor bidder, then
high bidder again, back and forth it goes until I see a " fair warning, lot closing" and just like that I won,
and at well below my expectation. I stared in disbelief and it wasn't until I got the confirmation email that
I believed it! Needless to say the next 2.5 hours to home went fast.
I still had no idea what this piece was so I sent photos to a very trusted source. The good Doctor (Editor’s
Note: Warren Macy) responded that he was watching the auction and had bid on it but when the auction
didn't start on time he went to the kitchen to get a bite to eat and missed the lot! How fortunate for me!
Now about the piece. It is assumed to be
an inkwell. It has three holes presumably
for quills, a hole that was possibly used to
fill or drain ink and a cone shaped reservoir
that most likely had a receptacle for the ink
or was a funnel for excess ink. No one is
really sure. The lid does not come off, it's
unmarked and the interior shows no sign of
ink stains. A true rare, mystery piece!
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A Diller of a Story by Marilyn Holm and Murray Weisberg
How many of you have ever played the Telephone Game? One person says a phrase or sentence to the person next to him, that person repeats the phrase to the person next to him, and so forth until the last person
in the line repeats aloud what was said to him, and then the first person says what the phrase actually was.
It’s a fun party game, and normally what the phrase started out being is completely different from what it
ends up being.
The following reminds me of the Telephone Game. Marilyn Holm told me a story about a pitcher and basin she had bought several years ago that had belonged to a famous Hollywood celebrity. I thought it was a
neat story and wanted to share it with our club members, so I sent her the following email: “Hi Marilyn, I
seem to recall that you had a flow blue piece that once belonged to a Hollywood star, was it Mae West? Am
I dreaming, or is that true? I also seem to recall that you bought it from Murray and that there was provenance on it.”
Marilyn answered: “That was many years ago when Stan Moreo had an internet chat group called a ‘List
serve’ about flow blue. I guess you could call it a forerunner of the Facebook Flow Blue Followers. I followed it, as did Murray Weisberg. Jim and I were on a trip to California and I stopped at an antique shop in
Escondido. I think Sunny Lenzner either ran the shop or
had a booth there. There was a MANILLA pitcher and
bowl there. We were flying home and couldn’t carry it, so
they shipped it. After it arrived, I mentioned it to the List
serve group. Murray wrote back that he “nearly fell off
my chair when I heard it was you who bought it!” Turns
out that it was in his booth in that shop where I bought
it. He told me that it once belonged to Phyllis Diller. She
sold it when redecorating her house. So that’s the story. Here is a picture.”
I contacted Murray to see if he recalled the story and what
his recollection was of this piece, and he sent an email
back to me: “It was a MANILLA pitcher and basin that
we found in a consignment shop in West Hollywood. As
I recall, they told us that Ms. Diller was redecorating her
home and apparently the designer, or Ms. Diller, did not
think the set went with the new decor. This was back in
the early 1990's. End of story.”
Murray must have thought more about this because he sent another email, as follows: “The shop where we
displayed the piece was owned by Pat Trachta. We never had a showcase when she was in Escondido. We
did have a showcase with her after she moved to a beach town which I can't recall but it might have been in
San Clemente. She actually moved twice when she left Escondido. Sunny had space at all three locations.
We met Sunny and Pat and first got introduced to the Flow Blue Club when they were in Escondido. Sunny
moved with her each time.”
And then one more comment: “It was San Clemente and was called Europa Antiques. That name was used
in all three locations. Pat handled the mulberry and Sunny handled the flow blue.” Murray Weisberg
No matter what the exact details were, it makes for an interesting story and Marilyn ended up with a beautiful pitcher and bowl. And I still don’t know why I thought it was Mae West instead of Phyllis Diller who
actually owned it. I guess it’s because they were both blondes!
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Registration Marks
By Ellen Hill

There has been confusion about the date sometimes found on the bottom of a piece of
flow blue and/or mulberry china. The most common form of dating refers to the Registered Designs which gave copyright protection in exchange for drawings and a fee.
The registration information can be impressed or printed – usually the most often
found on flow blue and mulberry. The class for ceramics was IV and the date information was in the form of a “Registration Diamond” with a coded year, month, day
and parcel number. The registration gave copyright protection for three years. Most of
this information comes from Geoffrey Godden’s New Handbook of Pottery & Porcelain Marks, a paperback book published in 1999. The date registration records are divided into two periods: 1842 – 1867 and
1868 – 1883. The following diagrams show the registration diamond for the two periods:

1842 – 1867
IV

Year

Month

C

1868 – 1883

Class

IV

Day of Month

X

Rd

8

1

Day of Month

Parcel
Number

8

1

Rd

C

Parcel Number

Class

X

Year

Month

Below are given the year and month letters for the two periods:
YEARS (year letter at top)
1842-1867
A = 1845
B = 1858
C = 1844
D = 1852
E = 1855
F = 1847
G = 1863

H = 1843
I = 1846
J = 1854
K = 1857
L = 1856
M = 1859
N = 1864

A = December
B = October
C or O = January
D = September

O = 1862
P = 1851
Q = 1866
R = 1861
S = 1849
T = 1867
U = 1848

V = 1850
W = 1865
X = 1842
Y = 1853
Z = 1860

YEARS (year letter at right)
1868-1883
A
C
D
E
F
H
I
J
K

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

1871
1870
1878
1881
1873
1869
1872
1880
1883

MONTHS (BOTH PERIODS)

E = May
G = February
H = April
I = July

L = 1882
P = 1877
S = 1875
U = 1874
V = 1876
W = March 1-6 1878
X = 1868
Y = 1879

K = November = January (and December 1860)
M = June
R = August (and September 1-19 1857)
W = March
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Registration Marks (cont.)
The record for each registration shows the month, day and year (this is the earliest date the piece of china
was made, NOT the actual date it was made.) Next is a parcel number not usually of interest, followed by
a Manufacturer (or other registrant such as a designer, retailer, etc.). Next is where the registrant came from
such as the letter B for Burslem – again this usually isn’t of interest to the average person. The final field is the
kind of object that was registered. The object can be general such as tea wares or toilet wares or specific like
candlesticks, vase or printed design – which is most often of interest to collectors of flow blue or mulberry.
Here are some abbreviated examples:
Jun 29 1844 (C at top)
Sep 6 1853 (Y at top)

Thomas Dimmock (Junr) & Co
Francis Morley & Co

LILY pattern
Dinnerware (Dolphin handled tureens)

The following is a short list of some of the known registrations found on flow blue and mulberry:
DATE
Dec 2 1842 (X at top)
Nov 28 1843 (H at top)

MANUFACTURER
James Dixon & Son(s)
Thomas Dimmock (Junr) & Co

OBJECT________________
LUCERNE design
INDIAN FESTOON print

Jun 29 1844 (C at top)
Nov 22 1844 (C at top)
Jan 11 1845 (A at top)
Jun 19 1845 (A at top)
Jun 30 1846 (I at top)
Nov 5 1846 (I at top)
Jul 5 1847 (F at top)
Mar 20 1848 (U at top)
Mar 27 1848 (U at top)
Aug 26 1848 (U at top)
Dec 16 1848 (U at top)
Jan 3 1849 (S at top)
Apr 2 1849 (S at top)
May 24 1849 (S at top)
Aug 27 1849 (S at top)
Feb 13 1850 (V at top)
Apr 8 1850 (V at top)
Jun 5 1850 (V at top)
Sep 19 1850 (V at top)
Apr 29 1851 (P at top)
Oct 14 1851 (P at top)
Nov 14 1851 (P at top)
Feb 17 1852 (L at top)
Jun 24 1853 (Y at top)
Sep 6 1853 (Y at top)
Oct 22 1853 (Y at top)
Dec 24 1853 (Y at top)
Feb 3 1855 (E at top)
Jun 11 1855 (E at top)

Thomas Dimmock (Junr) & Co
Thomas Dimmock (Junr) & Co
George Phillips
George Phillips
John Goodwin
George Phillips
Mellor, Venables & Co
Wood & Brownfield
J. & S. Alcock Jr.
John Meir & Son
James Edwards
W. Adams & Sons
Podmore, Walker & Co
John Wedg Wood
Mellor, Venables & Co
J. & M. P. Bell & Co
J. Clementson
Barker & Son
W. T. Copeland
T S Bale
T. Till & Son
Hulme & Booth
Venables & Baines
G. Wooliscroft
Francis Morley & Co
T. J. & J. Mayer
S. Moore & Co
J. & M. P. Bell & Co
S. Alcock & Co

LILY pattern
BOHEMIA pattern
CORINTH pattern
LOBELIA pattern
MOREA printed design
FRIBURG pattern
MEDICI design
Plate form (round dinner set)
Dinnerwares (long octagon)
ROSELLE design
Dinnerwares (Square tureens)
ATHENS design
CALIFORNIA pattern
PERUVIAN design
WINDSOR design
IONIA print
SIAM design
MISSOURI print
RURAL SCENERY printed design
MARBLE design
WOODBINE print
Dinnerware [FLORA)
UNION print
EON print
Dinnerware (Dolphin handled tureens)
Dinnerwares (Prize Bloom shape)
AESOP prints
ANEMONE print
“BRITISH BIRDS” prints

Jul 28 1856 (L at top)
May 10 1859 (M at top)
Dec 10 1859 (M at top)
Nov 15 1869 (H at right)
Aug 27 1879 (Y at right)

Edward Challinor
S. Alcock & Co
Josiah Wedgwood & Sons
Liddle, Elliot & Son
Bates, Gildea & Walker

DORA design
SAXON print
JEDDO design
FERN printed design
“BIRD & FAN” printed design

In 1884 a new system was employed – so from 1884 to the present time a registration number, usually abbreviated RdNo followed by a six digit number, appears on objects such as ceramics. To interpret these numbers,
please see the Godden Mark book mentioned above. Godden shows the range of numbers for a given year –
for example RdNo 535170 through RdNo 552000 cover objects registered in 1909.
Several of the potters making flow blue and mulberry china used dating systems on some of their wares;
among these manufacturers were Minton, Josiah Wedgwood and Davenport. See the Godden mark book for
examples.
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My Two Cents Worth
By Ellen G. King
Past President and Club Historian
This year at our annual convention
we will celebrate 30 years of being a
club. In a time of so many immediate
technologies, having something stay
around for this period of time is
quite remarkable. We are used to
instant gratifications now: instant contacts, instant pictures, instant music, and instant banking among many
others. Our club depends on some old fashioned areas
such as meeting face to face, reading our newsletter on
real paper, and handling, touching and buying our wares
from the actual dealer who owns them. Still we have persevered, stayed loyal and stayed together.

MARGUERITE teapot by WH Grindley ca 1895

My teapot to match my set of MARGUERITE came
from another member, Sunny Lenzner. The lovely bowl
in the third picture was my first piece of Scots flow blue
thanks to Shirley and Jim Hagarty, now retired.

This brings a quote to mind from an old movie:
“Memories light the corners of my mind….” For me,
membership in this club has been a life-changing experience. Because of this club, my own collection has grown
and expanded beyond what I thought possible. It has decorated my home, been a part of family dinners and become treasured gifts I have given to others. Our educational seminars and newsletters have taught me and made
me a better antiques dealer and a wiser collector. Our
conventions and meetings have taken me to other parts
of the country I might not otherwise have ever visited.
But the best part of my membership has been all of the
enduring friendships that have been made. The below
picture is from the very early years, taken of a plate that I
bought from one simply known as Rev. Walter. He is
gone now but I think of him and smile every time I pass
this piece hanging in my dining room.

There are so many rich,
funny memories attached to this club and
its many conventions.
At our first Rochester
convention, a huge
group of us ate in a
sky-top type restaurant
which unfortunately
had lost its air conditioning. The manageBOSTON by Possil Pottery,
ment had busboys
Glasgow, Scotland, ca 1880
come out and, taking
huge palm fronds from the side wall decorations, they
waved them behind us while we ate to help keep us cooler. I remember the St. Louis convention which came just
a few days after a major flood. We soldiered on, even
though the walkway on the river was completely covered
with water and there was debris all over the roads from
the flooding. Our one and only Texas convention, eating
barbeque, dancing and wearing real cowboy hats and not
feeling one bit out of place. I loved attending these meetings, all with people who had become friends, sharing
laughter and good times, along with our flow blue and
mulberry.
Please come to this special anniversary convention this
year. You will not regret it. I will finish with another
quote that I have used other times over the years and it is
still true. “Tell me, I may remember, show me, I will enjoy, but involve me and I will understand.” I hope to see
you in July and for this time, that is my two cents worth.

No pattern name, but mark of Job Meigh, ca 1834
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Travel Tips for Flow Blue China
By Brian Beaulieu

forward several years…

chase some fresh salmon by the side of the road from a
man who was smoking it from his catch of the day! We
brought it to the cottage and after a tour, we enjoyed the
best salmon I have ever eaten.

My interest in flow blue china
started when my wife purchased an eight-piece place setting of china while we were on
vacation and, may I add, without any knowledge of what
flow blue was all about. Fast

I was becoming more anxious to see what was behind the
doors at the garage – MORE CHINA! Yes, Henry had
collected HOLLAND, NORMANDY, FULTON,
MONGOLIA, MELBORNE, PORTMAN, and WARWICK by Johnson Brothers. Finland’s flag is blue and
white and I believe that is why so much flow blue ended
up in Finland - the colors. Most of the china does not
have gold. We had a field day: we packed what we could
and brought it back to their home for final tabulation and
wrapping. We now had six (6) very well packed heavy
duty computer boxes full of china. Bear in mind the
weight had to be distributed evenly and the china
wrapped to withstand a flight from Helsinki to Amsterdam and then to Virginia.

It all started when I noticed a message on the board
about a piece of HOLLAND from a gentleman in Finland. We began a dialog back and forth about flow blue
china and much to my surprise I not only found china
but a collector of flow blue china. He had an enormous
amount of flow blue and a wife saying: “Enough is
Enough!” Henry is an American married to a Finish
woman. At the time we first made contact, they were
both professors at the University of Helsinki. He just
had a passion for flow blue china and no way of selling it.
His collection grew and grew and he eventually built a
garage/storage shed at their summer home on a lake a
distance from their home in Helsinki.

We enjoyed dining at
some of the finest
restaurants in Helsinki and they did feature bear! There is a
lot of Russian influence. On the weekBrian and Henry
ends they hold flea
markets, one being near the train station. Many nice
items are offered but you have to get there early. Shipping from Finland is cost prohibitive so unless you are
able to carry it with you the line is drawn.

After many conversations back and forth with Henry,
Barbara and I decided to embark on a “wild china chase”
to Finland. Henry was very skeptical of us, a couple traveling a long distance to purchase china from someone
they did not know!
We were welcomed into
Henry and Anu’s lovely
home in a very expensive
part of Helsinki. Their
home was on Boulevardi,
the main street of Helsinki, beautifully lined with
large trees, lovely antique
shops, high end boutiques,
coffee shops and restaurants not far from the city
center and the waterfront.
The flow blue china was
nicely displayed and we
Soup bowls on display at Anu
began our negotiations.

Above left, Barbara
packing up the blue to
ship to the U.S.

and Henry’s house

Before our arrival, Henry
had done some dumpster diving and retrieved many large
computer boxes which were perfect for packing china.

Above, right, Barbara’s
first outhouse experience: one she did not
like!

Henry and Anu drove us to their summer cottage (with
outhouse) on a beautiful lake about an hour away from
the center of town. Along the way, we stopped to pur-

At left: Barbara and
Anu.
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Travel Tips for Flow Blue China (cont.)
We traveled to Finland 4-5 times and eliminated much of Henry’s collection; however, once he knew we
were serious collectors, he continued to visit the antique shops and would find some real treasures. On one
of our trips, Barbara and Anu took a day and went to Estonia by boat. She said it was certainly an eye opener. They are becoming very “modern” and the ladies had lunch at O’Malley’s Pub!
Many of the cruise ships stop in Helsinki so if you ever have that opportunity, take it. It is a lovely city, expensive, with excellent transportation. It is a safe place to go; however, one must be careful wherever they
travel these days. Once you break the ice with the natives, they become a bit friendlier. It is an experience
to visit some of the antique shops. Sometimes you can bargain and get what you want!
Our friends are an interesting couple. She comes from a very prominent Finish family. We were at a Museum one Saturday morning waiting for them to open the doors and Anu wanted to show Barbara a floor-toceiling painting which was saved during the revolution by someone tearing it off the wall, rolling it up and
storing it until it was safe to bring out again. It was hanging on the wall in an upstairs room. She spoke to
the “keeper of the keys” and the next thing I know, the woman handed Anu the keys to the room (which is
off limits to the public) and she and Barbara were up there viewing this treasure! I said, how did you do that
and Anu said: “I just told her my maiden name!!”
I had dreamed of traveling to Sweden and shopping in Stockholm and/or Gothenburg. I know they have
flow blue there because it makes its way to London for the fairs.
I recently received an e-mail from my Helsinki friend and he was bemoaning the fact that the shops in Helsinki are gradually disappearing or concentrating on on-line sales. Of the two shops he recently visited, neither had any flow blue. I guess we were lucky when we took a chance and traveled many miles without a
clue as to what the outcome of the trip would be.

Never pass up an invitation to do something off the wall. Wish we were 20 years younger now!

An assortment of FULTON (Johnson Brothers)
pieces above
FULTON (Johnson Brothers) fruit bowl at left
Brian admiring his NORMANDY teapots at right
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Travel Tips for Flow Blue China (cont.)

LONSDALE (Ridgways) Egg Cups

NORMANDY (Johnson Brothers) Ladle Rest

RORSTRAND (made in Finland) Tea Pot

NORMANDY (Johnson Brothers) Chocolate Pot

Three NORMANDY (Johnson Brothers) jam jars: notice the different finials on each one.

Like any good flow blue member, Brian
and Barbara have recruited their son’s
girlfriend into the FBICC. At left is a
plate new member Darlene Haywood
Maginnis has in her possession. The bird
is possibly a partridge: CLYTIE
(Wedgwood).
(If anyone can verify what type of bird
this is, please let the Editor know)
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Finding Answers to a Mystery by Joyce O’Donnell
Perhaps you are like me, questioning yourself. It seems that every
morning for months now, I’ve wondered, “When will I get to purchase the next piece… Will it be today?” These questions are not
as vacuous as they sound. Why do I feel this very deep need to acquire certain flow blue dishes? Is it, perhaps, that I’m trying to find
answers? Am I trying to divine, as with tea leaves, something in the
flow? I would posit that I don’t want to tell the future, as do tasseographers. Rather, I suspect it is because I want to know more
about the past. My past.
Being an only child, there were only three of us in my family. We
were very close, my parents and I. With the possible exception of
my teenage years, when my father was posted to the U.S. Embassy
in Saigon during the height of the Vietnam War, we were a happy
three-some. Our closest relatives lived at least 300 miles away, and
so, for the most part, we had only each other.
Over the years, my parents hosted many, many wonderful dinner parties for friends and colleagues. I was
generally pressed into service on these occasions, as most children are, usually to pass the hors d’oeuvres.
Frequently, my mother handed me a particularly pretty blue and white platter filled with tasty canapés, always whispering fiercely the admonition that I often use with my own children, “Be careful with that!” It
was the only piece of its kind among my mother’s china. No doubt, she was petrified that I would drop it.
But I loved that serving piece from the first time I saw it . . . because it was unusual and because of the
shamrocks going around the edge. Some might call them clovers, but I “know” they are shamrocks. You
see, our family is Irish.

I have always been proud to be American, especially when we lived in other countries, and particularly
proud to be Irish American. We all have an ancestor or two who immigrated to this country from some
other land. So, again, perhaps you’re like me, proud of how your family was able to overcome adversity.
Proud of the sacrifices made. Proud of how your family was able to finally become part of “mainstream
America.”
My mother and father grew up in a small mill town. Their
grandparents had all immigrated there in the latter part of
the 1800s from Louisburgh in County Mayo, Ireland. Life
was not easy for those immigrants, but it was a welcome
change from the life they had left behind. The move, arduous and distressing though it was, represented a hope for
the future. My mother was the first in her family to go to
college. With the
exception of one
uncle who became a
Catholic priest, my
father and his siblings were also the first in their extended family to
attend college, thanks to the G.I. Bill. Life changed dramatically for
that generation as a result.
The aforementioned 14” blue and white platter was among the things
I inherited from my parents. I didn’t think much about it at the time,
putting it away in the sideboard with the other china until a couple of Unusual finial in the shape of a ram’s
years ago. Curiosity finally got the better of me, or maybe I finally
horns.
had a little free time on my hands. At the same time that I wanted to
learn more about my family history, I also wanted to know more about that platter.
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Finding Answers to a Mystery (cont.)
When I turned it over, I discovered on the back the New Wharf Pottery mark and the pattern identification as
“PARIS.” It meant nothing to me at the time.
I have since learned a little bit about New Wharf Pottery. The Wood brothers produced china, primarily for
export, under this name from roughly 1877 to 1894 before being subsumed by the family business, Wood &
Sons. There does not appear to be much information, if any, about the pattern itself. Who designed it and
why? Following the demise of New Wharf Pottery, Wood & Sons continued to make the pattern, followed
later by Stanley Pottery.
The mark on the left is the mark found on most of the
dishes. The other mark, pictured to the right, is found on
the butter pats. I don't know if it can be found on other
dishes --- it does not exist on any others that I own.
I know nothing about how my family came to have the
serving dish in the first place except that it was inherited
by one of my parents. Sadly, I don’t know from which side of the family it came. Possibly my father’s? His grandparents were married in 1877 in England, the same year that New Wharf Pottery
began production. Coincidence?
There are so many other questions, too. Why is there only this one piece? Was it a gift and, if so, why this
particular pattern? Did the shamrocks have the same significance for the original owner-relative as they do for
me? As impoverished immigrants, could they not afford more than the one piece from a pattern they liked?
And why, oh why, did New Wharf Pottery call this pattern, with so many shamrocks dancing around its edges,
“Paris” and not “Killarney” or “Donegal” or, better yet, “Beyond the Pale”?

Now that my parents are gone and can no longer answer the burning questions of the day, my curiosity about
our family history is deeper than ever. Hours spent doing genealogy research on the computer have yielded a
family tree of more than 4,200 people, an awesome number for an only child! My eight cousins and I have
pieced together a bit of family lore over the years. But by comparison to my husband’s family, which can
trace one of its many branches to a hamlet in Germany in the 1640s, we have very little information.
Do I seek answers to my family history in a lone piece of blue and white china? Yes, in a way! Will I ever get
those answers? Of course not, but I seem to derive a sense of fulfillment as I acquire each individual piece of
this particular pattern because of a fervently held belief that to somebody who lived almost a hundred and
fifty years ago and to whom I am quite distantly related, it was special. And
that matters to me.
Editor’s Note: The name of the pattern made me curious also. So I sent a
message to club member Bill Leach, who has done research on pattern
names for several years. Bill wrote: “As soon as I saw your email my mind
kicked into high gear on this. I do not think the shamrocks have anything
to do with the pattern name. I find many times pattern names have to do
with events and of course I was correct on this. According to the ID base
this pattern was made circa 1890. The Eiffel Tower was constructed for
the 1889 World's Fair in Paris. I believe that the New Wharf Pottery wanted to commemorate that event but
did not want to put the name "Eiffel" on any pottery it made, so it used PARIS, the city that the World's Fair
was held in.”
So, Joyce, while we can’t help you with some of your questions, I hope you at least now have an explanation
for why a pattern with such a predominance of shamrocks could have the name of a French city attached to it.
If other club members have any other ideas, please let us know.
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Blueberry Market
Wanted: Teapot in WALDORF by New Wharf Pottery.
Also, a WALDORF creamer in the body style
shown on page 157 of Jeffrey Snyder’s book
Fascinating Flow Blue.
Please contact: Fred Joseph, 203 Hogarth Avenue,
Niles, OH 44446-3425 or 330-652-2847.

Each member may send in three “Wanted” items per issue at no
charge. For Sale ads are available at the rate of $5 for one or two
items and $10 for three or four items in one issue. Each For Sale
ad may also include one picture. Make checks payable to FBICC
and send to the editor.

Wanted: NORMANDY (Johnson Bros) soup & chowder
ladles and under plates.
Contact Gerald Likens at 509-303-8207

Wanted: BLUEBELL/ROYAL LILY footbath, large
LaBelle jardiniere, garden seat, pre-1900 lidded
pitchers.
Contact Jerry & Margaret Taylor at
m-jtaylor@sbcglobal.net or 812-246-4526

Wanted: LUGANO (Ridgway) soup tureen with under
tray and ladle, double salts, large platter more than
20 inches, or any rare pieces. I’m also looking
for any double salts in flow blue, and Ridgway
or Wedgwood turkey platters. Contact: JoAnn
Woodall, joann@wagonwheelantiques.net
or 847-772-0952.

Wanted: 1. SCINDE (Alcock) reticulated underplate
approx. 11” L x 10.25” W for chestnut basket
2. SOBRAON (Alcock) reticulated, open-handled
chestnut basket, approx. 13.5” L x 10” W x 4.25” H
3. FERN & VINE (Mellor Venables) brushstroke
creamer & sugar in Classic Gothic, handless cup &
saucer.
Contact Betty Reed at reemar4@verizon.net or
703-860-4116

Wanted: 1. Child’s MARBLE pattern creamer, as seen in
Children’s Wares of the 19th Century by Bob and
Bonne Hohl, upper right photo on page 15,
captioned “Flow Blue – Marble – Minton.”
Child’s creamer in PAISLEY or HAWTHORNE
by Mercer.
Contact Irene Beer at irenesantiques@aol.com
or by phone: 215-576-6625.

Wanted: 1. CASSINA (Davenport) child's creamer and
child’s cups & saucers.
2. AMOY (Davenport) Classic Gothic shaped
creamer. Undertray to chestnut basket. Rococo
Style teapot, sugar and creamer. 18 inch
platter. Sponge dish. Master slop jar. Soup and
sauce tureen ladles. Soup bowls.
3. SCINDE (Alcock) liner for 8-sided soap dish.
Top to master slop jar (domed shape with flower
petal finial). Sponge dish.
Terry Aufox, 2665 Marl Oak Drive,
Highland Park, IL 60035 or 847-432-1927

Wanted: LaBelle - rare or unusual pieces such as vases,
ewer, punch cups, ink well, jam dish, etc. I am
looking for a few fairly common pieces, too.
Please contact Mike Vail by call or text at
563-343-7105 or mike.vail@altertrading.com.
Wanted: Seeking a few gorgeous colored-ground or
polychrome tall, pedestaled compotes for my
dessert cabinet. Also ones in SLOE BLOSSOM
and ROYAL LILY (aka Bluebell).
Send pictures and price to Warren Macy at
macy@cinergymetro.net.

Wanted: NON PAREIL (Burgess & Leigh)
4-5/8 in. demitasse saucers, small 5 in. lemon
plates, 5-1/2 in. dia. and 1 in. high berry or
dessert bowls.
Contact Ed Menning at 703-256-8665 or
ed3181@verizon.net.

Wanted: ARCADIA (Burgess & Leigh) large pitcher for a
pitcher and wash bowl set.
Contact Katrina Franklin at katfrank80@att.net
or 404-634-3388.

Wanted: 1. CRUMLIN (Myott) Collecting a table
service and interested in any pieces.
2. LEICESTER (Sampson Hancock)
3. Animal or bird-themed pieces (bunnies,
pheasants, etc)
Contact: Cathy Ahles, 954-328-9284 or
cathy.ahles@flypas.com

Wanted: Lid for LaBelle 7-3/4 inch chocolate pot
pictured on page 79 of Flow Blue: A Closer
Look by Jeffrey B. Snyder.
Contact B. Kevlin at (903) 874-7707
or email: kevlingalleries@aol.com.
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Blueberry Market
Wanted: 1. Mulberry COREAN- 10.5" plates and 10"10.5" bowls, cups and saucers, large serving platters and large serving bowls for serving salads and
pasta. We especially like the really flowing dark
mulberry technique (vs the more delicate ).
2. Early Oriental patterns in flow blue– CHUSAN, CHAPOO, LAHORE, PELEW, MANILA, SHANGHAE, WHAMPOA-( heavy blue,
very flowing) I am interested in expanding my
collection of 10.5" dinner plates and 10.5" bowls,
7" to 7-1/4" plates, cups and saucers, as well as
very large serving bowls and platters.
3. Also, we collect large sugar bowls without lids
in both mulberry COREAN and flow blue (early
oriental patterns). They can be slightly chipped.
Low price point is important as we use them for
orchid and succulent pots. Contact: Krista Everage, kristaeverage@gmail.com or 310-200-7334.

Wanted: PARIS (New Wharf Pottery) dinner plates and
luncheon plates, or any other pieces. Contact:
Joyce O’Donnell at jkodonnell1@aol.com or
301-237-5134.
For Sale: 2 bowls with flanges: SHANGHAE 10.5",
CHAPOO 10.75"
2 platters: FORMOSA 15.5" X 12",
TONQUIN 13.5” X 10.5”
Plates: 6 TONQUIN 10.25”, 4 WHAMPOA
10.25”, 4 TROY 9.25”, 8 SHANGHAE 9.25”,
4 PELEW 9".
7 teapots: AMOY, CHAPOO, FORMOSA,
HINDUSTAN, HONG KONG, PELEW,
and SCINDE.
Call George & Nan Schroth @ 570-595-8827
or 727-733-6655, buy one or more. Please leave
message.

Bluetique
Produced by the FBICC Educational Committee and club experts, these publications will improve pattern identification
skills and impart an understanding of the histories and patterns of prominent potters. These books, booklets, and DVDs
provide readers in-depth study of special areas of flow blue and mulberry china, while the fabulous cookbooks will appeal
to anyone who loves good food served on gorgeous dishes. For a complete selection of publications offered, go to
www.flowblue.org.
Prices are listed below. NOTE: There is an additional $3.00 mailing cost for each item in the United States only.
International shipping will be figured on actual mailing costs. Please make checks payable to FBICC. Contact Helen Swan
at jim.helen.swan@gmail.com or at the phone number in the club roster for ordering and mailing costs.

Additional
Color on
Flow Blue or
Mulberry
China
Soups in Blue
Recipe book - $5

Detecting
Restorations - $5

The Meigh Potters…
- $7
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Booklet - $10 & DVD - $10

Club Bulletin Board
2016 FBICC International Convention
St. Louis, MO
July 21—23, 2016
Reminder! Region 2 is holding a meeting in beautiful, historic Galena, Illinois, on May 13 & 14, 2016. Please
come! If you have not yet registered for this meeting, contact Eric Lee as soon as possible at erk2320@hotmail.com or 765643-3468.

Looking for photos of chamber and candle sticks for a
future article for the BBN. Don’t forget those candlesnuffers! Please take a picture of your item, any back
stamps, any information you have (potter, interesting story about
how you came upon the piece, etc.) and if you have done any research on chamber and candlesticks, your information would be
very much appreciated. Send information to Judy Boyer at
kjboyer@cmconline.com. Thank you!

DISCLAIMER:
The FBICC does not provide
member contact information
to any non-club members. The FBICC does not endorse any
non-club member party that contacts
members and encourages each member to carefully review any solicitations
received from non-club members.

FIRST PIECE STORIES
What flow blue or mulberry piece inspired your collection? Please contact June
Paterson at
jpaterson_2000@yahoo.com
or the editor (see page two) to
share your tale with other
members in Blue Berry Notes.

Request for Photos — We need your help!
Eric Brown will be making a presentation about Flow Blue and Mulberry production at Cauldon Place,
Staffordshire, England, at our 2016 convention. He would appreciate digital photographs of any items you
have that were made by potters at Cauldon Place. This includes the following potters or firms:
Job Ridgway (& Sons)
J & W Ridgway
John Ridgway (& Co)
John Ridgway, Bates & Co

Bates, Brown-Westhead & Moore
Brown-Westhead, Moore, & Co

Cauldon Ltd
Cauldon Potteries Ltd.

Please send photographs that show the pattern, as well as any maker's marks. You may email your photos to
Eric at this address:
erbst@aol.com.
Thank you!

Betty Reed, the liaison between the Education Committee and the website, is
looking for members who are willing to
write an article of any length on a topic related
to flow blue and mulberry. Articles associated
with the very basics of collecting are as welcome
as articles that address advanced questions.
Please contact Betty with any offers to help or
with any questions at reemar4@verizon.net

The
password
for the
Members
Only portion of the
club website is
found on the first
page of your 2016
Roster. If you have
questions contact the
Webmaster or your
Regional Director.

View this issue in full-color at
www.flowblue.org
Sponsored by your contributions to FBICEF.
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Regional Auction
Baskets Reminder!
Be sure to contact your region director
on any items you would like to contribute for your region’s basket to be auctioned at the convention this year!
Please help make your
Please
basket
help
themake
ONE
that everyone wants!your basket the
ONE that everyFILL ‘ER UP!
one wants!
FILL ‘ER UP!

Pattern ID Update by Jackie Casey

The search for new patterns continues! Jackie Casey has found what
seems to be a new series, SUMMER FLOWERS (Samuel Alcock).To
the left is a plate (#1316 in the PID) with the back stamp below.
Above are recent eBay listings that feature a different center scene and
border, but the same back stamp used on #1316. The pieces are mulberry, but the one at left has color, while the ones above are plain.
An inquiry to Jan Kobach and Ellen Hill confirmed that they have
seen mulberry pieces (with and without color) with different flowers
and borders, but with the same back stamp.
If any members have a mulberry piece of SUMMER FLOWERS by
Alcock that has a different center design, please take a color photo of
the front, and a clear photo of the back stamp and email or regular
mail it to Jackie@flowblue.co.uk.

Pattern Identification Database News
Jackie Casey is working diligently on the task of placing new patterns on the website Database.
If you have a pattern in your collection or see one in your travels that is not represented on the
Database, please take photos of the pattern and the maker’s marks and email them to Jackie at:
jackie@flowblue.co.uk.

Condolences
The FBICC has been informed that George Bueker, husband of Lois Bueker, passed away on
August 6, 2015. Lois related a story about his ashes. It seems that they had a German flow blue
cracker barrel with lid that was marked “Sucher” for sugar. She changed it to Bucher so that it
had his name on it and used it for his ashes. When asked if it was ok to share this story with
our members, she said “yes”. Even in times of grief, it is good to know that George and Lois
kept their sense of humor. Sincere sympathy is extended to Lois and her family. Thank you for
letting us know.
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Out of the Blue
“Now is the time for all good men to come to the aid of their party!” How many of you have heard that
quote?
It is easy to find out origins to quotes or phrases that we have heard many times. All you need to do is type
in a question on the internet and you get all sorts of links to explain who said what, when, where and why.
The “Best Answer” came up on https://answers @yahoo.com: The original saying was "Now is the time
for all good men to come to the aid of the party." It was a practice sentence for typing invented by a teacher
named Charles E. Weller. Some teachers substituted "their country" for "the party" because it made the line
exactly 70 characters long including a period.
Another source says that it was a sentence devised to test the speed of the first typewriter, in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, in the fall of 1867, during “an exciting political campaign,” that the author is unknown, and that
Weller simply wrote about it in his 1918 book, "The Early History of the Typewriter."
Whatever the origin is, I think about it as we come to a crossroads in our club. This, our 30th anniversary, is
a club in need of new volunteers. We are still searching for a Region 3 director. We have 2 long time volunteers who are wanting to step aside after giving their time for several years to handle necessary functions of
the FBICC. They deserve to take it easy and enjoy the club conventions that we have all come to enjoy,
without having the stress of making sure everything is running smoothly. In the next 1-2 years, we will be
needing a hotel liaison, auction chairperson, and a membership chairperson. Currently Jon Houserman is
our hotel contract negotiator; he also has been co-chair of the auction, along with daughter Angie Montpas.
Marilyn Holm is our membership chairperson. They are both willing to train whoever is able to step up and
fill their shoes. To all of our members, this is an open plea to become involved in our club and help us continue to BE a club! If you are at all interested in finding out what the job entails, give Jon or Marilyn a call,
or give Brenda Meyer a call. Nothing worth doing is easy, but with a large group of members willing to help,
it does make a hard job easier.

Now some final shots from Dan and Haya Sapira,
Jackie Casey, and Debbie Doughty. As we head into
our Spring of 2016: bring out those pieces of china
and fill them with the flowers of spring. Be sure to
check these photos out on our website: the colors
are fantastic!
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